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 I ended up going with the CFW solution. I decided to run with Softmod 3.6 by using the instructions given at CFWz. It took some trial and error to get the activation keys working, but I think they worked. I installed the latest Softmod 3.8 nightly CFW and loaded it. With the CFW the phone still works fine. Everything but the camera works, so I believe that part of it is working as is expected. Thanks
for the help guys, I'll be back if I have questions. Celtic_Dan 07-11-11, 11:33 AM Did you ever find a way to get the camera to work? r3zdv3r 07-11-11, 11:49 AM I found a tutorial that should work. I'm working on it, but it seems that the camera is the only thing that doesn't work for this phone. lansquid 07-11-11, 05:13 PM It is a known issue that it is impossible to run the camera as root. If anyone
is interested I have a solution for this that is easy to do, although it requires you to use a paid app, and is not suitable for beginners. I'll reply to this thread with a link when I have the solution. That issue is not resolved. I've been using jailbreakme.net's openSSL library that comes with the HTC software for a while now, and it still locks the camera. I've also tried the various options listed on the HTC

Dev's site that supposedly unlock the camera, but they all lock it too. 07-12-11, 08:52 AM I didn't find any articles that showed the camera to be working with the existing root method. 07-12-11, 10:48 AM Do you mean that it is not possible 82157476af
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